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HELP
..Three things you can do for your
ealtor:
ONE - Members' sketches have a
way of turning up as illustrations
in the Bulletin even when they are
intended only as informal communications. We don't mind doing cosmetic work on rough sketches since
we know their creators did not foresee their being printed. We do, however, have difficulties with ruled
paper. This even gets used sometimes
for formal submissions. It's very
difficult to blot out the ruled
lines and it would be a big help if
you used unlined paper whether you
expect your sketch to be used or not.
TWO - We get a lot of color
photos. They can be used but they
are costly to prepare for printing
and sometimes quality is lost. With
cur cheapy reproduction process we
don't get great quality anyway and
any lass is a problem. Black and
white photos will help if you have
a choice.
THREE - Try not to ask for the
return of materials sent in.If they
are unique and the only way you can
supply something is on a "return,
please" basis, O.K., but your editor
spends so much time just trying to
keep up with correspondence that
keeping track of returns, preparing
them for mailing, etc., cuts into
the time available for putting the
Bulletin together.
Incidentally,
we continue to be embarassed by our
inability to make timely acknowledgement of all letters, Bulletin contributions, donations, and other
forms of assistance that come this
way. Please undetstand that both
the Society and its officers and
editor are grateful for your help.
•
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ALVIN SEIMENS AUTHORS-. "WOODWORKING PLANES"
Fortunately for the rhykenological
fraternity little attention has been
paid to the occasional carping suggestion that there are too many books
on planes. Otherwise we might have
been deprived of the latest contribution to our libraries, Alvin Sellen's
WOODWORKING PLANES. Subtitled A DESCRIPTIVE REGISTER OF WOODEN PLANES,
_
Sellen's book provides the collector
with an excellent ready reference work
permitting the identification of almost any type of plane. Indeed it
goes further to highlight the features
which differentiate the frequently
numerous varieties within the major
type groups.
WOODWORKING PLANES is organized on
much the same plan as Sellen's groundbreaking and invaluable, THE STANLEY
PLANE. Similarly bound and of the
same size, the two are companion
pieces in appearance as well as usefulness. Forty two references have
been used in WOODWORKING PLANES including many standard tool works and
an astonishing thirty one catalogs.
Each entry is illustrated, either with
photographs of planes from some of
America's finest collections or with
well reproduced catalog cuts.
Because its easy-to-use organization
and wide range of information WOODWORKING PLANES will be appreciated by
collectors Qf all stages of sophistication. We suspect that it will
soon begin to be quoted in dealers'
lists, as has THE STANLEY PLANE, as a
simple and universal way of describing
planes being offered.
Available for sale by several antique
tool dealers, WOODWORKING PLANES can
also be secured from the author,
Alvin Sellens, 134 Clark St., Augusta,
Kansas, 67010. Price - $11.95. pp 232,
indexed.
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RUNCINA EX MACHINA
by Gus Stahl

Two kinds of machine can be inferred. The absence of any mention
History of the Connecticut Valley, of "mother" planes in 19th C lists
hints that the soles of later mould1879 tells us that,
_
"Henry James, with the same power, ing planes were shaped. with some
kind
of
tool.
The
most
'other
likely
(Mill River) ran plane-making machcandidate would seem to be a spindle
inery until he was burned out."
shaper
but whatever the design of
The Invoice Book entry reproduced in
the
it would be hard to believe
tool,
B-ARS 111-3 p. 5 shows that James
that power was not applied to the
was still in business in 1870, perprocess.
mitting us to place the demise of
The shaving escape of rabbet
his business somewhere between 1870
planes
bears witness to another kind
and 1879.
tool
that must have been found- in
of
What H.L. James' machinery was
planemakers'
shops. Early verthe
like would be interesting to know.
show evidence
of
this
opening
sions
Did he use a Dewey throat-cutter
each
escape rehand
tooling
and
of
patented in 1857 (III-2,p.14) or
internretaindividual
presents
an
had he perhaps imported from England
tion of a basic pattern. Later esthe Slater-Tall apparatus patented
capes
are -standardized - and appear.
in 1854, (III-2,p. 12-13)?
James
to
have
been bored with a tool like
may even have used a primitive woodplumbers' reamer, entered
a
conical
en planer like that employed in
stock at an angle.
plane
the
into
Jacob Lovell's shop and described
and the various other
operation
This
in 1-4 p. 1,2. Lovell's diary of
boring onerations.basic
necessary
1880 speaks of a sanding wheel, power
planemaking suggest that the
sawing and a tool he calls a "header". to
power supplied drill press must have
James and other 19th century planebeen one of the early tools adopted
makers very likely employed versions
by
the planemaker who had as much
of most of the tools mentioned by
Lovell and perhaps others as well.
Cont.
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Runcina Ex Machina Cont.
reason as any other manufacturer
to conserve labor and speed production. Bevel geared, "egg beater"
hand drills pre-date the century
and the application of power to
the tool would have been a simple
matter.
in EAIA's Chronicles of April
and July 1955 an article by Frank
Wildunq describes planemakinq in
its final days. Wildunq quotes a
lengthy memoir on the making of
machine-made planes by williara
Lorenzen, an officer of the Sam
usky Tool Co. for many years. Lorenzen niimes some of the machines
•
used and describes the tasks they
does
unfortunately
performed but
not go into detail about their construction or operation. While the
machines used in the period about
which Lorenzen speaks (prior to
1926) may have evolved from the
machines of H.L. James' day, it
seems likely that many of them were
sophisticated mechanisms that might
not have told us much about the
appearance, performance or effectiveness of their predecessors.
While speculations have their
place in our investigation into the
methods of planemakers, they only
point to the need for solid information. As so many Plane Talk articles have pointed out, we have
much still to learn.

4itei
v.-4V
See page 5

Decorative
Flower/Sunburst
On Pirce/Pearce
Planes

MORE ON J.W. PIRCE
J.W.PIRCE has been substantially identified
as a variant spelling of J.W. Pearce whose first
name was probably Jonathan. At the same time,
extended dating has been supplied for this maker.
Recently Bill Streeter collected a jack rabbel
marked on its toe with the PIRCE spelling. It
was also stamped with the date, 1840. Along with
the date were three stylized flowers (or perhaps,
sunbursts)like the accompanying sketch. The
extra marks might well have been interpreted as
the doodling of a subsequent owner except that,
when the plane was compared with a handled smooth
owned by the Secretary and marked J.W.PEARCE, it
was noted that the second plane also contained
a date, this time 1853. The date was surrounded
by a triangle composed of Pearce's label, twice
and the place label, Pall River. Set into the
corners of the triangle, and into the interior
angles are stylized flower/sunbursts. The date
numbers and the flower marks are of the same
size on both planes and seem to have been made
with the same stamps. We must presume both datings
were done in Pirce/Pearce's shop. The jack
rabbet was collected in Stowe, Vermont; the smooth
in Westfield, Mass. Their wide separation both
in distance and time make it seem highly unlikely
that they came from the tool kit of an owner and
were supplied by him with the dates and decoration. Further, the manner of the integration of
date and decoration into the marking of the
smooth plane is almost certainly the work of
the original marker. WPINCA notes J.W.PEARCE
in Providence, R.I. from 1852-75, J.PEARCE in
Fall River, Mass. - 3859 - 53 - sic (probably
63 is meant) and J. Pearce/New York without a
date. In the Robert's work on N.Y. State planemakers, it is suggested that the "J.Pearce" imprint may have been stamped on planes at the
Chapin Factory in New Hartford, Conn., and restamped New York when merchandized there. Bill
Hilton in an unpublished list has found entries
for Jonathan W. Pearce in Rhode Island from 1860
to 1879. Based on the 1840 plane, we can infer
that Pearce/Pirce ( the name has also been renered Pierce) had a working span of -1840 - 1879.

NOTES & QUERIES
Both Bob Gross and the Secretary have delved
deeply into the Account Books of Truman Nutting
South Amherst planemaker. Notes which cite the
account books will appear from time to time with
out specific credit to either except for this
mention. Working separately these two devoted
rhykenologists have managed to make dozens of
similar observations. Since they were both
working as part of a team assembled to research
Western Mass. planemakers your c.2:tor feels it
unnecessary as well as difficult to credit their
results independently. To continually list
double credits would obviously be cumbersome, it'
should be mentioned that the xerox copies from
which the Secretary worked were supplied by
Bill Streeter.

narrowing taper from the sole to their ends 1 1/8"
up the stock. It is supposed that, most likely,
the nickers were made a tiny bit over size and
were driven to a force fit.
Marked on the fore end, J LANDON in a
sawtooth rectangle, the plane may introduce a new
maker or owner-maker. It's construction and
design are highly professional and it is a remarkably handsome product of the planemaker's
art
WEDGE OF
IOW.,• 4

LAND01\11
JACK RABBET

The Secretary has acquired a Jack Rabbet of
earlier appearance than any he has ever seen.
Made of walnut, in the opinion of several rhykenologists, the stock has rounded upper arrises
in its lonl dimension. These continue
rearH ward around the corner and 14 inches down the
heel ending in stop cuts. Since the depth of
" the stock is 2 5/8 inches, the rounding extends
to nearly half of that dimension. This is apparently not typical of later jack rabbets. An
L & I J White and a Barton of Rochester/which
were compared,exhibit rounding of the heel arrises
to only a fraction over a third of their depth.
The tote of the Secretary's plane is
somewhat more extravagantly curved than those of
late 19th C planes. It is secured in place by
a foxed wedge and a blunt pointed screw. The
screw may be a later addition.
The plane's most notable feature, how ever, is the mortises for the nickers which
were mounted on either side of the plane ahead
of the iron. These mortises begin at the sole
of the plane but do not extend the full depth of Wedge is cut from a piece which is a parallelogram'
in section 14" deep and 1" long.
the stock. The nickers are no longer in place
and it is difficult to be sure how they were retained in use. The mortises are shaped in section as illustrated, /
\ but are made with a
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page 3

three flower-like stampings.

See

From Paul Kebabian comes a rubbing of a J W
P1RCE,mid 19th C
hollow, bought in North
The name of the owner on the
Edgeeomb,Maine.
heel is A.B.MOWRY.
We hope our repro is
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E.enney's Gauge Ripping Plane.

A PLANE IRON IMPROVEMENT

By Warren Petko

recently purchased an unusual unmarked 2" plane iron which I will
describe. I also enclose a tracing of all the tarts.
The iron is made up of three main parts. The 1/8" thick back iron
/
4" wide by 2 3/8" long slot near the top. A small tee nut fits
has a 1
into this slot on the underside of the iron. A small screw screws into
the tee nut and fastens a thin cutting iron to the back iron through a
slot above the hole for the cap iron screw, or, after the cutting iron
has been ground down too far, through a hole at the upper end of the
cutting iron. The back iron also has a 3/8" wide slot for the cap iron
screw to Pass through, and long enough to allow fixing of the cap iron
closer to or farther from the cutting edge, as required.
The face of the back iron at the beveled end has a 1/16" wide by 1/64"
high raised edge across the width of the iron. This is so that the pressure of the cap iron on the cutting iron is concentrated as close to the
edge as possible, rather than being distributed over the su:face of the
cutting iron.
The cap iron is identical to the common heavy cap irons, except that a
slot is provided at the top to clear the tee nut screw head when it is
moved closer to the cutting edge as the cutting iron is worn sown.
The main advantage to this plane iron is that the overall lenTth of the
iron never changes as the cutting iron is ground down, because the back
iron is never ground. Also, the cutting iron can be ground and honed on
one bevel, instead of two, and the thin cutting iron would be cheaper
to replace than a heavy tapered iron would be.
wonder if anyone has come across a marked plane with a similar iron,
or a marked iron. The only other plane iron like this which I have seen
was identical except that the cap iron was made of two pieces, one riveted
to the other.
SPEAK OF THE DEVIL
When Warren's piece (above) arrived/ the following note was on the make-uo
table. Though Warren's plane has a screw and Tom's a stud the two descriptions sound very much alike. Why Warren's Plane was not marked is a
matter of curiosity.
Tom Gruber brought a Reed & Auerbach smooth Plane
with an unusual KELLET'S PATENT iron to a recent
Early Trades & Crafts Society meeting. The iron
is stamped with the patent date, Sept. 16, 1884.
Reference to Bill Hilton's Index reveals that
the inventor was WILLIAM F. KELLETT of Chicago,
Illinois. The subject of the patent * 305,393,
is a "plane bit". On Sept. 18, 1894 Kellett
patented a "plane-iron", *536,154. We don't
know whether this second patent embraced the improvement of the first but for those who have
never seen a Kellet iron, Tom's find is worth
describing. Imagine a conventional wood plane
double iron which has, sandwiched between the
chipbreaker and the cutting iron, a thin cutter
of sheet steel with a razor sharp edge. A stud
on this cutter travels in a slot in the iron
assembly so that it can be adjusted up or down.
Supported by the conventional iron at the back,
the razor sharp cutter can be adjusted to take
a fine, clean shaving without chatter. A further note about the manufacture, distribution
and history of the Kellett improvement would be
117..3 useful and we hope some reader has studied
Kellett's work.
5.
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Examples of relieved wedges. It is believed that all
or most of these makers belonged to a common background.
:V-:

S.

Three Parker & Hubbard
Bench Hands Identified
One of Alonzo Parker's 100 young Franklin County
men was Levi J. Gunn. He went to work for Parker
& Hubbard's plane factory in Conway at the atio
of 18. In 1.853 he joined Parker in Greenfield.
Until 1864 he worked for the Greenfield Tool
Co. Later he became a tool manufacturer in his
own right for he was one of the founders of the
Millers Palls
hardware manufacturing company.
Mrs. Alonzo Parker was born Caroline Gunn. She
may have been Levi's elder sister.
Daniel Rice, born in Hawley, Mass., also worked
for Parker & Hubbard in Conway. Presumably he
I-I
began
at some time prior to 1846, for his son,
t.o<
Alonzo, was born in Conway in that year. Per•
haps Alonzo was named for the boss, Alonzo Parker. Rice removed to Greenfield when the Greenfield Tool Company was formed and was one of the
men who established Conway Street. Later Rice
left the ,tool company to become a master builder
in Springfield, Mass.
An employee of Parker & Hubbard who did not migrate from Conway to Greenfield was John H.
Smead. As a young man, Smead went to work at
the plane company at Conway. According to the
record this was in 1850 but it may have been
earlier. He is supposed to have worked at Conway for three years. Since the business was
transferred to Greenfield after the plant burned
down in 1851, there is an obvious inconsistency.
After his service with the tool company, Smead
left Conway and returned to the family homestead
in Charlemont, Mass., where he became a farmer.

Ray Townsend
Describes The
Bookcase Plane
Those who don't subscribe to
Spinning Wheel will want to examine the Nov. 1978 issue at
their local libraries. It contains an article titled "The
Bookcase Shelf Plane" written
by member Ray Townsend. The
plane cleans the ratchet-like
grooves made in the side pieces
of some bookcases to support the
shelves and to allow easy adjustment of shelf height. We reproduce an illustration from L'Art
Du Menusier, Roubo, used in the
article.

Figure 11 illustrates
Illus. 1: Figures 9 and 10 illustrate shelves insetted in ratchets.
Roubo.)
the bookcase plane. (From L'Arl Du Menusier, 1769-1715, by M.
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NOTES & QUERIES
The mark R.F.COULSTON/WALTHAMSTOw is reported
by Warren Petko. A similar mark, but reading
R.T.COULSTCN, is reported by W.L.G. Have we
two fifferent men here or is one of these labels
a bad strike or a misread?
A Coulston label definitely not reported by
W.L.G. appears on another plane in the PeOko
collection. This va ,,r - on reads COULSTCN/
WKLTHAMSTCw & LEVTOU.
A catalog awned by Dave Perch and issued by
W.S.BULLOCX/ROXTON POND/P. . states that Canadian plane making was centered at Roxton Pond.
Bullock illustrates iron olanes which closely
resemble Stanley planes. He states that no
expense was spared in arezting their factory
and foundry and that they have in their employ
the best American experts.
Among the planes listed by John Moody in his
Sept. 1978 catalog are a triple 4" reed plane
marked W.PAPE and a left hand snipesbill
marked R. MACOMB. Other instances of these
names will be useful.
•

-Among unusual names appearing in Bud Steere's
Sept. 1978 catalog is STACXPOLE with a flower
design on a 1 1/8" skew rabbet.

is heard from with a harvest of marks:

T.BROWN - Hollow, English appearing and 18th
C look. Embossed mark, plain edge. Length
91
/
2", heel marked 18.
P.BARNES - Resembles Dominy plow. Perhaps
lath C. neatly and very skillfully crafted,
apparently American and may be user made. Body
and arms appear to be beech, fence birch. Riveted iron skate. Retaining screws appear hickory, depth stop is close grained, unidentified
wood.
H.ALBERT & CO. - zb mark on a 19th C bead
plane.
T.GOLDSMITH - incomplete zb stamp on a
narrow round. Flat chamfers.
A two page spread of photographs of 30b Donnellv's
handsome and extensive collection of woodworking
tools was recently featured in the ROSEBURG
WOODSMAN oeriodical of Oregon's Roseburg Lumber
Co. Heavy on planes of which hundreds were visible in the photographs,the collection is well
worth viewing. It is housed in Bob's offices
at the Contact Lumber Co. in Portland Ore, and
we don't know if it is open to visitors, but if
we were going to be in Portland we would certainly
call Bob and find out. A quotation from the
Woodsman article tells the story. 'Since Donnelly's main interest is mouldings, his inclination is to collect planes....and his collection
contains a vast sampling of each (category) from
Europe as well as the United States."

(•7

;f.
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One of two unusual moulders made by John Veit ofPhL:sdelphia from :he collection of Carl Bopp. w'n.: was

:17-1
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NOTES & QUERIES
John Subv confirms the N.CALL listed by Roger
Smith in Plane Talk Vol I-=4, p 5. The plane
is beech 9 3/2" by 3 1/8" and is a tongue plane.
While it has wedge and chamfers of early appearance,other features suggest 19th C.

From Rocer Smith comes news of 3 9;1" beech round
with heavy chamfering marked W/GNALL in a sawmooch rectangle. Roger suggests the maker may
be English.
13 C
Dan Semel writes that he has acquired
style planes marked J.JEPSON in Sr. embossed sawan
may
be
haz:ards
JEPSCN
He
rectancle.
tooth
owner-maker for the larger plane, a 14" panel is
stamped heel and toe and both upside down. :t
has a James Cam iron. The second plane is a
moulder of birch.

From Rocer Smith csmesD.SAVAGE - embossed,
sawtooth door panel groove and quarter round,
beech. 9 5/15", C 1800, may be English.
C.CARY - embossed, sawtooth 1/6" round, beech,
2n", C 1800, may he English
C.HARWOOD - firs: letter may be G, 9 1/3". beech,
C. 1800, appears American.

Don Wood confirms Bill Eviston's sighting of
DUCEARME FLETCHER & CO/(CROWN)/WARRANTED. His
plane. a 15" jack has a SANDUSKY iron which may
suggest a plane made for private labeling.

Randy Lunn reports a JO.FULLER moulder which
also bears the boxed initials A.M. Randy questions if this professional appearing mark is
that of an owner. It is worthy of note that,
although boxed initials are widely scattered
over a considerable area, the main concentration of them appears to be found on planes made
by the Eastern Mass/Rhode Island school.

Herman Freedman notes an 84" skewed mitre plane
of Dutch appearance. :t is marked on the foreend with the initials EDB on a tiny rectangle
surmounted by a crown. The front of the throat
is shaped in the double scalloped effect common
in Dutch planes but the iron which may well be
original is marked / & H SORB?. Did Sheffield
toolmakers supply plane irons to Dutch plane
makers?

Seth Burchard recorded a plane seen at a Canandaigua. N.Y. flea market which was Labeled
EASTBURN and also had four crbwned initials
I,A,U, and D. He also noted a European plow
with plain dowel arms and iron thumb screws.
most probably Dutch as it has the familiar
Z.N. label with a crown.

Bud Brown reports a moulding plane of 18th C.
appearance w:th the saw tooth bordered label
M.MARTIEN/PHILA. This opens an interesting and
unusual set of questions which our Philadelphia
area friends may be able to answer. Various
Philadelphia directories list entries for one
Hibsam martin in 1799 and 1800. :n 1802 and
1803 the name becomes Hibsam Martian. Also
listed 1501, 1807 is Mibsam Martien who in 1600
is Mibsam martin. 7o add a fillip of curiosity
to this already unusual mix we find that both
Hibsam and Mibsam occupy the same address as one
of Philadelphia's earliest makers,William Martin
whose dates are 1795-4100. martin was contemporary with men like William Brooks, John Butler
and Melchior Deter but later than Samuel Carruthers, Philadelphia's first known maker,1767 and
1768,and his apprentice Benjamin Armitage Jr.,
1772, noted by Charles Hummel.

Seth Burchard's note book of odd marks contains
the specimen EAGLE FACTORY/WARRANTED/BARRY & WAY/
x.yORK. The Eagle Factory portion of the stamp
is in a semicircle.
Joe Dziadul owns a crown moulding type plane
stock which may actually have been intended for
some other use. The plane s marked I PARK ,has
four boxing strip inserts, a feature certainly
uncommon if found at all on early cornice
planes. The iron is a JAMES CAM. The wedge
is equipped with a very unusual feature - a dowel
insert in the driving end.
Ray Strom reports a groover marked J.TILEURN in
a sawtooth border.

But there's more. In 1800 the directory
entry is Martien mabson & Co. Surely Hibsan:
Mibsam and Mabson are as stre nge a collection
of names as is likely to be found. A search for
Mabscns in other Phila. directories turned up
no example. One cannot but wonder if the entry
is not a directory maker's rendition of Martien.
Mabsam. But that leaves us with Hibsam and
Mibsam. Were they like Wynken and Slynken or
are we seeing an especially long running directory snafu. Whatever,Bud's sighting suggests
that Martien was a legitimate spelling and not
a variation of martin despite the sharing of
William Martin's address. Perhaps William
Martin was originally Martien and simplified or
Anglicized his name.
Further it seems that MIBSAM MARTI= was very
likely the maker of Bud's plane. This leaves
the question of Hibsam open.

Gary Hammond informs us of a 48 page, illustrated
booklet, From Tree to Trim: a cuide to wood
mouldings & lambs. 1975. Available from the
Western Woodmoulding and Millwork Products Co.,
Box 25278, Portland, Oregon, 97225. It provides
information on the history and manufacture of
wood mouldings.

1

Can Thomas sends a note 1..,e another Philadelphia
maker who "boxed" with lignum vi=ae. This was
F.—W.:PENNELL/225 ARCH ST./PH/LAD. The plane
collected by Dan is a coping ;lane.

FJ,OLAJot.J0
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john Alexander calls cur attention to an article
in Fine woodworkinr, Winter 1973. Vol 1 =1. Hand
?lanes. The Care and Making of a misunderstotc
"mol by Ellsworth. discusses truing and tuning
new metal planes and building wooden planes using the split body technique to avoid the traditional method of boring, chiseling and sawing
out :he 7cumn.
From John Jubv comes notice of W. WCOCMAN on a
fenced 'fixed; rabbet plane. Of beech, one;Lane
is 13:
3" by 3 7/3" with bold, straight ohamders
not overly wide. Missing iron and wedge, the
throat is crudely cut like some very early planes.
From Seth Burchard comes a note, "I saw Bill
Ralch at Oswego Flea Market. He has two planes
with a small. semi-circular mark: THCUSAND
ISLANDS/I:ICI:SE. This may be some hotel which
owned them but it looks like a maker's mark:'

1.2
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A French plane made from a
built-up block, observed
by Bob Graham.

NOTES & QUERIES
fa.DEAN has been reported but we have never heard
of an S Dean plane with a place name. Sherwood
Chamberlain reports an S.DEAN/DEDHAM (MAsa).
Compare B.LEAN in the 18 C Eastern Maas. Style
but no place name. I PIKE and S DOGGETT are
both Dedham names as reported by Anne and non
Wino and others.
Walter Phelns describes an early appearing
beech round plane embossed W.WOOD in a serrated
border. He calls our attention to the iron,
which is narked DK. Bob Graham has also reported a DK iron in an I LONG plane. He avers that
this is not the English I LONG who was Jeremiah
Long, - 1770 - see B.P. II.
From somewhere we have a note of 3 ,,uronean
style plane with the label NEWIGER A PARIS.
Larry Cohen has observed a long akawad.rabbet
;lane marked H W in a crowned rectangle.
P.D. asks an enymological question. "The French
name for the router, called by Germans "grand
hobel", is "guimbarde". In French guimbarde
also means jews-harp, the small metal musical
instrument held between the teeth and played
by plucking a narrow metal tongue with a bent
end. There is a resemblance in outline between the classical grundhnbel and the jewsharp which may account for the shared name,
juimbarde, but the French also apply the name
to routers which are very differently shaped.
Ones anyone know if the TWO guimbardes are so
named because of their similar outlines and,
if so. which was named for the other?'
The initials C S boxed in a straight sided
rectangle appear on two planes made by ISAAC° '
FIELD and owned by Bob Graham. An identical
mark is found on JO FULLER plane owned by Anne
and Don Winc. Did the three planes come from
the tool box of the same original owner or did
C S label for some other reason?

Jack Gorlin reports a tongue plane with an integral fence which has 18th Century characteristics and a diamond shaped start and bears
the embossed strike S PLUMER.
HARVEY CRANE, planemaker worked in Springfield.
Mass, as early as 1846. In 1360 he was lismed
in a Springfield directory as a toolmaker working for T.W. Wason and Co, a manufacturer of
railroad cars.
In 1351 Truman Nutting sold handles to Baldwin
Beecher a New Haven planemaker. In the same
year he had some sort of transaction with Herman Chapin.
Bob Ochenas has acquired a Pi=nsgurgh, Pa., label
not previously reported. :t reads, WOLFF & LANE/
PITTSBURGH/PA in a straight sided, rectangular
border. The plane is a screw-arm, rosewood
plough. It is equipped with a Hall. Case iron.
Hall, Case & Co., of Columbus. Ohio, are dated in
WPINCA as -1850 - which may help us to date
Wolff & Lane. Compare the Pittsburgh firms
Whitmore & Wolff and Whitmore, Wolff, Duff & Co.
Bob Sutter tells us he has found a plow with
arms similar to the 8.W. Carpenter patent but
of apparently 18th C manufacture. It is twice
stamped A MOSX.
FREDERICK RICHARDS whose business listing was
F. Richards & Co. was located 2 doors west of
Massasoit House on RailRoad St. in Springfield,
Mass. in 1846. He is described as a tool
maker and advertised that he had "...constantly
on hand and manufacture(d) to order all kinds
of bench and moulding planes." He also advertised repairing at short notice. He appears
in 1847 directories with the same description
but in 1848 calls himself a hardware dealer
and is located on N. Main St.
In a hardware list published in :ron Age. April
30, 1885. we find the entry, "Plane Irons, The
Globe Mfg. Co ''Baldwin Iron'."

A report from Everett Van Hvnina tells us of an
early, Yankee style, plough marked ABRAHAM FISK
embossed in a straight sided border. Van reminds us that the Keillor auction catalog listed 5 moulding planes by F/SK/R/DGEFIELD/CONN
(III - 2, p.15).

From Bill Goodman comes further word on the
term, creasing plane. He has now recorded five
occurrences, all in Massachusetts. They range
over a period of 140 years from 1675 to 1816.
Bill is quite certain, based on context in
which the mentions appear, that creasing plane
is synonomous with moulding plane.

1

a.

d.

Bob Ocnenas
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ALONZO PARKER, PLANEMAKER
AND FOUNDER oF THE GREENFIELD T001. COMPANY
.

by

E.M. SAYWARD
lt in believed that Alonzo Parker was born in 1807 since he was
U5 when he died on May le, 7092. Most probably Parker was trained as a
carpenter . He is erediled with having built two churches in Conway.
Maesechubette, one in South Hadley and one in North Adams. Sometime
prier LO Pell he married Caroline Gunn.
It is interesting to note in light
of what comes later that Caroline's surname is found frequently in Greenfield, ht.cis. records.
About 1042 Parker be pin the manufacture of planes, probably in partneruhip with Horace Hubbard and othere. The only planes observed with
Parker's name bear the label Parker Hubbard & Co': The location of their
shop has been placed in both Cunwey, Mass. and in the neighboring village
of Ashereld. it is likely that the confusion arises because of the contiguity of the two coneurnities and not because there were two different
planemakieg at Len. In Ashfield, however an A. Kell(e)y made planes just
pes,ibly at an earlier dale. A man named Abner Kelley was an Ash field
sele.tman aH early an 1796 and served intermittently through 1807. The
OiHtery_of_the_Town .ol Aehfield 'ether vaguely suggests that an Abner
Kelley, not neeessarily the same man, had a saw and broom mill ire Ash field
duving or after the 1820's. Perhaps he made planes, perhaps not. More
definitely a plane company is known to have existed in Ash field in 1055
eret this may have been the trim of a planemaking Kelley. ft seems likely,
thecause d company called Kelley, Dolce & Bement operated a "Tool Factory"
ft;in Aehtield in 1052 while a directory listing shows an A. Kelley working
In Aehfield ie 1056.
e
Parker would have been 35 in 1042 4nd it is to be wondered if he did
not have planemaking experience prior to this time. It seems clear that
many New England planemakere also practiced joinery, carpentry or other,
more specialized woodwoekine. Perhaps Parker was apprenticed to a carpenter who also nwde planeu. The relatively small number of nearby planemakers of the 1820's, the probable period of Parker'e apprenticeship, 511(Jyea Is that we mighl one day locale informetion connecting one of them with
Parker.
Parker was in eonway as early as 1040 for it was in that year that he
built the Baptret church there. He was paid $2,000 and also received the
old church building which wds being replaced. IL is to be doubted that
the $2,000 represented payment: for Parker's work only; it must: have included
the cost of 'terieder and the hire of workmen . One wonders if the old church
beilding or its materrals could have been utilized when Parker built his
pram, shop. He had, incidentally, engaued iii d Conway property transaction
Hi 1H19 and may have been a Conway resident for a lonu lime.
The Hintory. ot_tfee C9.!lllecticut.yallev in ite deecription of Conway,
says. "As before noted, Edmund Burke erected a woolen-mill in Hurkeville
in 1e31, and in 1042, at the same piece Alonzo Parker began the manufacture
CI carpenter and Paieer'e tools, and, shortly afterward organizing the
Conway Tool company, the business was so expanded that upward of ao anon
were employed. In the year 1051 the company transferred its operations
to Greenfield end there reorganized as the Greenfielg, Tool Company."
Both Perter and Hubberd and .Conway Tool Company used machinery in their
manufacturing process and d Stearn city me Wdd employed to supplement their
water power. They are:11111191y produced a Large output.

Parker & Ilubbard appear in Truman Nutting's account book on Oct. 29,
1047 as the perchasers of 165 jointer handles et $.07 each and 360 jack
haedlee at $.04 each. They paid $.50 for the Lox the handles were packed
in. They must have had the capacity to make handles themselves and their
purchase suggests their orders were outrunning their production.
They again bouehl jack handles (200) from Nutting on Jan. 10, 11140
end had them delivered to Conway. On :Ian. 23, they bought. 590 lack
handles and 225 jointer hondles. Their next purchase came in March,
325 jointer and 660 jack handles.
The next significent Nutting entry list:; not Parker & Hubbard, but
the Conway Too] Co. The date was Aug. 5, 1.850 and the company bought 1417
assorted planes and 3090 jack handles.
The Franklin County Registry of Deeds, Book 161, liege 255 records a
conveyance embracing three pieces of land. The deed uhows Alonzo Parker,
Horace Hubbard, Daniel Rice II, and Lucius Graham to have been early principals of Parker, Hubbard & CO. They were apparently joined at some time
in the firm's history by Francis P. Peek.
The grantee of the deed is the Conway Tool Company and the date is
July 13, 1050,permitting us to place the origination of the Conway Tool
Company quite accurately in time.
At least one of the pieces of property conveyed was situated on the
South River which rises in Ashficld and runs through Conway. This lot contained buildings end embraced a mill privilege. IL may have been the
original site of Alonzo Parker's plane business. An earlier deed passing
from the Conway Manufacturing Co., Edmund Burke, Agent, is recorded in
Book 115, Page 61 of the Franklin County Registry. This deed dated March
25, 1039, conveys the some lot and mill privilege LO AlOnZO Parker and
Solomon Williams. If Williams was a planemaker he disappeared from sight.
According to The Histou of Convert, The Conway Tool Co. employed
about 80 men but was not to operate very long. On July 6, 1051 the factory
was destroyed by fire. The loss of about. $35,000 was only two thirds
covered by insurance.
Whatever the loss to Parker and his associates, he was not discouraged
for in 1851 Conway Tool's successor, The Greenfield Tool Company was establiebed a tow miles north in Greenfield. Parker's management and integrity must have been respected since he seems to have had no dikticulty in
raising additioeal capital from the citizens of Greentield. Parlor must
have lost at least financial control of his business, however, tor in 1055
the President of Greenfield Tool was George W. Potter and (is, Treesurer.
Hopkins Woods. Potter was several times Selectman in Greenfield between
1051 ad 11172. In 1055 the firm was also said to be employieg 00 Weds,
suggesting that the Conway work force had followed the busieess to Greenfield. It has been pointed out by Anne and Don Wing that the remove] of
these workers to Greenfield is the reason for the existence of Conway Street
near the tool company.
The site of the tool company was donated by judge Wells (probably Daniel
Wells) of Greenfield whose name is attached to another Greenfield street
which was laid out at or near the time the "Tool Shops' came to Greenfield.
Construction of the factory begarr on Aug. 4, 1851. It was to operate
for 32 years and tho work force was to rise to 100 men. Located on the
Conecticut River Railroad, Greenfield Tool skipped tools as tar afield as
Australia. Their "local" market stretched to South America in the South.
California in Lhe West dud Canada in the North.
Despite Potter's early presidency, Parker was to become hie comparry's
chief of
The Massachesetts Rgistor and lin:linens Directory of 11178,
which says the Greenfield Tool Company had i rn 1870,a capital of $72,600)
lists its "Resident Aeent" as Alonzo Parker, President and its Treasurer
as B.S. Parker. The company was represented in N.Y.C. by d "Selling Agent" .

George H. Hallett. Its products were given as Lable cutlery, tools aiel ox
shoes.
B.S. Pecker was eionz6's son Bowdoin strehy Parker. He was born on
Mel. 10, 1041 shortly hetore his father began business in Conway. He was
a Liwyer and assistant adjutant eeneral of the First Brigade of the Massafrom which he retired as a colonel.
chusetts Volunteer Militia
He lied
earlier served in the ranks as a Union soldier in the Civil War from Oct.
he was a member of the
2, 1862 to Aug. 14, 1063. Active in public affairs,
MassechuseLte legislature,
the Boston Common council and was chairman
of the Beard of Assessors in Greenfield.
He was still
alive in 1904.
I
have not leerued when he died.
In 1879 Greenfield Tool had a capital of $77,800. The annual value
of its manufactures was reported to be $25,000. It was one of the three
largest manufacturers in Greenfields which in that year had 46. Four years
later, in January 11183, the Company was pronounced bankrupt. Their debt
exceeded $100,000 and the inroads of the cast iron plane had made it clear
that new inveetmenL, it it could have been found, would provide no solution.
Alonzo Parker lived on tor nine years. He died by suffocation when a gas
machine which supplied his house with illuminating gas 4having malfunctioned,
He had outlived both his
he entered the "well" where it was situated.
business and hie factory which was destroyed by Iwo fires,
the first
in
111117, the second a year later.
Sources:
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The New Conwey History
The History of Greenfield
Unpublished research of William Streeter
Unpublished research of Anne and Don Wing
Unpublished research of Bob Grose
The History of Coeway
history of Western Massachusetts
The Massachusetts Register and Business Directory
History of the Connecticut Valley
History of the Town of Ashfield
Franklin County Registry of Deeds
Planemaking in Lhe Valley of the Connecticut .River and the
halls of Weeteen Massachusetts... Chronicle qf the EAIA
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WHO WAS jOHN scurr?
by
P.D.
In I-3, Ed Delaney reported a plane with a crown over the initials
appearance than thoie observed on
R.G. The crown was of different
planes bearing the mark of Thomas Grant and the plane also bore two
bordered, embossed name stamps, LOVEAGE and JOHN SC(YTT. LOVEAGE was
very likely
the maker of the plane and could have been WILLIAM LOVEAGE
( - 1735-43) or MARY LOVEAGE, doubtless his relic,
who used the same
mark and worked from 1743 to 1751. These dates come from"British Planenot unexpectedly, John Scott is not listed.
In II - 2,
makers....";
Ed told us about an identical John Scott mark on a Thomas Grant plane
which was also marked with crowns over the initials
R and A. Our purpose
in repeating this information is to suggest that a search for John Scott
maths, and in
abouL him,might be productive.
It is known that Grant was an importer and that many of hie planes
have been marked with crowns and initials.
English planentakersteJOHNe
COGDELL ( 1750-65-), CAULDWALL ( THOMAS CAULDWALI. worked in Birmingham,
1005-12, but the mark is believed to pre-date him) HOLBROOK ( GEORGE
HOLBROOK worked in brisLoi 1800-15 but the mark is believed to pre-date
EASTBuRN,
him) all appear on planes in conjunction with efowned initials.
whose location is not known also appears on planes with crowned initials.
connection
with
the
and
been
reported
in
Eestburn
mark
have
W.W and I L
W W in connection with the Holbrook mark. Eastburn may have been an
American importer, an American retailer
or an English maker..
Scott's merk places Grant and Loveage in the same mid 18th C conmercial
import-export stream even though the crown devices are somewhat different.
Scott may have been an owner who stamped his personal planes bought from
who bought from Thomas Greet (and
Grant or other importers or a retailer
and then added his stamp for commercial
perhaps from Loveage directly)
The crowned initials
place the other names in the sane stream .
purposes .
Dan Semel's recent monograph "Thomas Grant, Ironmonger" establishes a
firm foundation for further study of the relations between English supis known.
pliers and American dealers in a period about which liLtle
Any knowledge, plane marks, or interpretations which B-ARS members may
planes
bear
crowned
or
others
whose
generate relating to (he men cited
initials
can lead to a clearer understanding of the plane trade and its
ramifications in the days when AmericanGwere Englishmen .
Since this was written a group of notes have arrived from Walter Phelps
One of these describes a spar plane of beech which measures 714" by 2 12".
The fere end is marked both with
The plane is equipped with a Weldon iron.
(The crowns in Walter's rubbing are very faint but seem
crowned initials
to resemble the St!OTT-LOVEAGE examples) and also with a pair of embossed
Surprisingly, both sets of inn:Leis are (lie same, I744
boxed initials.
are in a serrated border and
The boxed initials

Ohl)

131>

3o ki aisoij
(46

The agreement of the two sete or initials
are separated by a colon.
significance of crown
adds a new dimension to the question of what is the
initials.
time he has seen the boxed
Walter mentions that this is not the first
useful details.
A. Perhaps reports of other examples will add

TRANSITIONAL AND META LL= PLANE IN7CRMATICN
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor
:n The Imo of BARS, Vol. :II, 02, pg. 18, first
paragraph, the Aug. 21-ntent Date should be corrected to
1876. Three of the unusual combination planes patented
by Charles Miller have now been reported in collections.
Thus, it is obvious that Stanley Rule & Level Co.
manufactured and distributed a small number ef these
models, and the plane first reported by Larry Brundage
is not just a prototype.
Hopefully, the patent drawings reproduced below
will clear up the ouestions raised in BARS, Vol. I:/, #3,
PC. 6, in regards to the Blys & Tidey ra:nts. It must
have been in error that the Wheeler, Bows, Pierce &
Tidsy Patent was in the caption for the beveling plane
shown on pg. 1L of PARS, Vol. :I, #L. The beveling plane
shown bears the maker's imprint 7ILEI-17THACA. The
patented features are identical to the Sly. Patent #6,304
issued on Apr. 10, 18L9. Tidey and other N.r. plane
manufacturers must have had some sort of agreement with
Sly, allowing them to use his patent, which has turned
up on planes of various N.I. plane makers.
It is interesting to note that Abraham Cross ef
Ripon, Wise. reeeived ?at. 033,240 on Sept. 10, 1861, and
Michael Garland of West Eau Claire, Wisc. received ?at.
1106,808 on Aug. 30, 1370. The drawings show changes but
are basically copies of Blye's Patent.
The only plane patented by Wheeler, Rogers, Pierce
& Tidey is the rare and unusual plow-type plans which is
not a plow but is for making double bevels of various
angles. ?loyd Loener of California has one of these and

leorze Tuttle of Ohio had one displayed In his fine
exhibit at tho
meeting in Albany.
illvi.A_Spang of Mass. has sent in a copy of at
Scientific American for March 17, 1855, which illustrates and describes this plane. The article states
that these were manufactured by Ma. Tidey & Co. of
Dundee, Y.T. Thus, it is assumed that the Loeher and
Tuttle ?lanes have this maker's imprint.
It is interesting to note that X. B. Tichay later
received a patent in his own name. This was Pat./16,889
dated Mar. 2L, 1857 and is illustrated in am, vol.:II,
13, pg. 12.
Observation of the drawing and specs leave no
doubt in my mind that this plane gave John ?orciva Gage
the inspiration and groundwork for his famous plane
patented and manufactured in the 188Cs.
Ruben Morrison of Mass, requests information about
se unusual combination plane in his collection. This is
the Stop Chamfer & Angle Moulding ?lane patented by
Joseph Lee of Garnerville, N.T. and assigned 1/3 to Richard
Pishwick of the same place. It was patent 4272,274 issued
Feb. 13, 1883•
An 1884 issue of Carventry & Building illustrates
and describes this plane. it was manufactured by the
Griffon Tool Co., L2 Point St., Providence, R.I. The
plane came with several blades and could produce plain
chamfers from 26 to 11° In width, also sunk chamfers,
(cont' )
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coves and quarter-rounds. (illus. at top of this pg.)
The article states that they were available in
two models--either cast iron or gun metal (brass). Mt.
Morrison's plane is of cast iron, but two specirens in
brass have been reported, one in Hass. and one in Calif.

J. LEE.
STOP CHAMFER PLAITE.

:Co. 272,274.

Another member has requested information about
the manufacture of an unusual iron rabbeting plane.- The
plane is stamped with the patent date Sent. 23, 118b
and is of a configuration identical to the patent drawing
illustrated on this page. This was patent e3C5,602
dated Sept. 23, 18814 and issued to John A Keiser of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The unique feature is the cam-type
lever to hold the blade. It is interesting to note that
on the same day Mr. Keiser received patent e3C5,603 for
a spokeshave.
The September 1884 issue of Carrentry & Buildine
illustrates and describes a cabinet scraper witt a cam
lever which is atmilar to the Keiser plane. The article
states that the scraper was manufactured and distributed
by Samuel C. Tatum & Co. of Cincinnati Ohio.
John Keiser was issued patent e.:00,246 on June 10.
1884 for this scraper and assigned it to Samuel C. Tatum
& Co. These scrapers are shown in the c. 1885 Bayl Catale/ reprint by the E.A.I.A.
This writer recently found one of these scrapers
and the blade is stamped S.C. Tatum & Co. Thus, it is
- 17174
- 710 manufactured
reasonable to assure that1176
the plane patented by Keiser.
Another rabbeting plans identical to the Keiser
plane, except for a slight variation in the mechanical
arrangement of the cam lever, was patented on June 3,
was patent #299,927 issued to Samuel Hills.
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Because of the similarity of planes, and the fast
that both men had the same attorney & witness for these
patents we can assume that Keiser & Hines were associates and probably both men worked for Samuel C. Tatum
Li Co. in Cincinnati.
Ferhaps some interested member in the Cineinnati
area could do further research on John Keiser and S.C.
Tatum & Ce.
Occasionally planes are illustrated in
catalogs which arouse curiosity as to whether or
305,602.
not anyone has ever seen an actual specimen.
Illustrations below show Barrel & Keg
mrri: • a
1*^..•
planes that were used in conjunction with "
,
barrel turning lathes, one of which is
.
also shown. The illustrations are from
Coonerare Machinery Catalcr ? issued by the
& B. Bolmes Machinery Co. Buffalo, N.Y.,
A
undated, but peebeb/y c.•e1915-20.
It would be interesting to know if any
member has ever seen one of these planes.

Patentad Feb. 13,1883.
VANUFACT0RED BY
SRIFFON TOOL CO.
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J. A. ZEISE3.
BENCH PLANE.

Patented Sept.
MUHL/ R. BY
S.C. TAT] & CO.

'44rlf
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LEE'S CHAMFER PLANE
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Chamsfrr.

KEISER'S PATENT
MFR. Br S.C. TATUM& CO.
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No. 161 .i

MACHINERYCO.
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No:16,8ARREL LAM

No. 16

Lathe for Turning and Smoothing Tight Barrels

Barrel and Keg Planes

W. STE12.3.

Aoprent:y Steers stli -.his natant
Jenninrs. :hen ftllcwinr in the 'style" of nailey
dnd his 7ictor nlanes, Stoers wanted to continue in
hus, ne desirrned 1 line of 3
:he rl-re business.
ation that vould nct infrinre on
tifferant cot:f
the :ahent he had sold. Fe trth.oly roved to
Brattlettro because he frunt financial backinr there.
Steers also received a -'lane atent
18PC while a resident of .uehec. :he
irawinr: it ntt indicate 3 very tractical desirn,
.he reason none nave ever turned up.
Fe:naps sane interested nnlber otuld do
f..rther reFeareh on
Steers and tne Frettlebort

BENCH PLANE.

No. 310,473.

Patented Jan. 6, 1885.
Manufactured by
S?.ATTLESICRL ::C: CO.

Several -enters have requested info:nation
about a sc"Sl
t.on :lane nanufactured by :tis. A.
initn of nocKfall, ::nn. See ad reeroduced nere
Cartentry
frtr 3 1.1 12 issua
A-cs. Fales received 3 tatents for the basic
dsairn ard trbrtve-erts on this -'lane. /25L,51.2 on
%'arch
2, :7;i,116 on Atri: 1, 188L, and
31, 1S6O. The first two were
itrued ,
. en ne lived in Zenver Colo. :he .as.
ratent vas issued v".en he lived in Sockfall, Conn.
on only asrune he noved to Conn. to Sind
financial backinv for his inventions.
Since all planes observed 3re narked OT:S
and the accontanyinr ad indicates so,-TI—Ti
)7,1::.as that Smith was the backer for ?ales'
inventicn.

\\•,
V
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W.

STEEZS.

BENCE ?LASE.

No. 284,919.

Patented Sept. 11, 1883.

Manufactured by
C. E. jEZ:NGS

:t is interestinr to note that the ad states
"This tool combines over eithty different woodsnows two attachvcrkinr tlanes". Since the
ible nlates for each cumt?r, this indicates that
trrrIste set would tot,: around ItO•attachnents.
7.1. 1r ,- ,riter has seen over :7, of there sole plates
Zneland Collectitn.
Ln 1
lS anyone has Additional information on Amos
Zags :r :tis Smith it would be aocrecitted.
R.E.S.
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Fales"Patent Variable
Bench Plane
CONSTITUTING
Carpenters' Plow, Dada. Filietster. Matchine,
Sash Hollows. Boundt. Beads. Side Bsooets.
Snipe-Bill. Case Uoiddine. Chamfer, Quarter
:founds. Nosing and V ?tames.
Standard Set (includes plane most used)..S7.90

-.DotOtitti
Rood for. and
C".,•••••

a'se of roue •le•sior a. looloo too
arscrsoomm snot mew ,a
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0113 A. SMITH

Rockfail. Coon.

This Tool commutes over
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TURN TABLE PLANE
PATXNT
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:OTH PLANE
BLOCK PLANE
SHOOT BOARD PLANE

ALL IN ONE

S. (

tn you have reached a place where
:co: takes tne part of three In
daily aut./ you can not ignore the
oiny oi .t.
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THEREFORE
Economy and send your Cr.
at once.
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is fine In Manual Training Service
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